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ALL Questions

You may assume the following.

Velocity oflight c =3x103 ms-|

Lharge ot electron e = l.trxlU -L

Mass ofelectron m" =9.Ixl}-ltkg

Planck constant h = 6.62xl0-3a Js

€o = 8.85 x 1o-''z Fnl 
j

N a = 6.023 x1021 atoms / inol-j



SJate the postulates ofBohr Theory. Drive an expression for wave lengrhs ofthe spectral

lines in the Balmer line series for the single - ionized helium atorn as,

, Wlere -RH,is the Rydberg constant for single- ionized Helium-

I the shotest wavelength of the spectral lines of this series is 0.91x 10-7 zl. Find,

{i) I he value for Rp.and

(ii) The longest wavelength in the series.

do you mean by Photo Electric Effect?

the following tems in Photo Electric Effect.

Threshold frequency

Stopping potential

Work function of a metal

the Einstein's equatior for Photo Electdc F.ffect.

electdc experiment a light of wavelength 200nm falls on an aluminiurn

. The work function of aluminium is 4.20eV,Daetmlne the following

The stopping potential

The kinetic eneryy ofthe fastest electron

Theshold wavelength.
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3. What is Compton effect?

Prove thaf. A,l = '-(l - Cosl ). where IJre s1 m bols have their usual meanings.
ftaL

In Compton scattering the incident photons have wavelength 3x10t0n. Calcul

wavelength of scattered radiation if they are viewed at an angle of 600 to the di

incidence-

4. Write down the time independent Schrddinger equation in a rectaogular

coordilate system, for a particle of mass rz and tle energy 6 moving in a potenti

A palticle of mass /z and the energy E moves inside a potential wefl Z(:r) as

the figure.

(i)

(iD

v\x)-Olor0<r<a,

l/txl - a for x < O.ahd x>a.

Wrile down rhe time independent Schr6dinger equation for the

ofthe panicle.

State clearly the boundary conditions and the normalization

for the wave function.

(iii) Using the above conditions, show that the wave function of
1S,

v = "l! "i"[ 
!a),
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